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“I ain’t gonna knock… you knock,” Randy hissed at Lewis.  

 

The pair, standing in the darkness of shadow, was dressed as the modern day version of 

Batman and the Joker; or at least in their minds they looked the part.  

 

In this case Batman had laughingly told the Joker that his mother was going to beat the 

crap out of him when she saw what he did with her lipstick. Lewis had claimed the same 

would happen to Randy as he was wearing the drapery from his mother’s living room and 

so running the same risk; but the urge to gather free candy had been too great. The 

pretend Batman had at least convinced his friend not to take his father’s assault rifle as a 

costume accoutrement. He did this by asking Lewis if he was ‘outayourfuc’nmind?!’ 

 

Looking at the door, they were both suddenly wishful for the comfort of the ‘personal 

protector’, as his father referred to the weapon. In fact, Lewis lamented in whisper, if 

he’d had the damned thing with him in the first place they wouldn’t be in this 

predicament.  

 



“We have to knock,” Lewis replied, “Or Squeeze and his bunch are gonna beat us to a 

pulp. I coulda ripped a burst off in the air and the bastards would have scattered.” 

 

“Or they would have fired back and then where would we be? You know they pack heat.” 

 

The pair turned around and looked at the silhouettes standing under the glare of the 

streetlight on the corner. They all wore the loose black sweatshirts with hoods that made 

them look like a group of malevolent monks. Each also wore a smirk; slouching in 

attitude trying to look tough. The fact that they would injure and kill without remorse 

completed the picture. 

 

To the pair, the image that the six gangsters portrayed was more terrifying than any 

movie monster they’d ever seen… because one was real and the other simply made up. 

 

Randy sighed, and then gathering what little courage his young age allowed for, grabbed 

his friend’s hand and dragged him to the base of the steps.  

 

The pair gazed upwards, taking in the severely faded peeling blue paint. This was eerily 

illuminated by the dim light coming from the windows above the door. 

 

“You have any idea who lives here?” Lewis asked his friend in a hiss. 

 

“I only heard the rumors,” his friend replied; “Some batty old woman what thinks she’s a 

fox.” 

 

Lewis smiled a very distorted smile caused by the layering of lipstick on the pan white 

greasepaint of his face. “You’re kidding me right?” 

 

“I wish I was… you know something’s up when the gang bangers are too scared to step 

foot near the place. I heard a few of them’s gone missing, and a couple of others with 

their throats torn out.” 

 

“I heard that was another gang done that.” 

 

Somewhere in the distance a church bell began to toll as a car horn blared. He horn faded 

in and out followed by the noise of a crash and then squealing tires. There was a 

moment’s silence and then they heard the sound of ‘The Elevated’ clacking along its 

tracks.  

 

The ghostly noise started low, built in a crescendo of steel on steel squealing fizzy sparks; 

and then quickly faded away. 

 

Above them, there was the click of a lock and the door slowly opened a bare two inches. 

This allowed more of the sickly light to illuminate the rotten looking steps. 

 



“You boys gonna stand there all night?” asked a feminine sounding smallish voice. “I just 

baked some oatmeal cookies, and I have all these treats; n’yet no one ever comes to visit 

old V no more. Put your brass balls on and come up the steps why doncha? I don’t bite… 

usually.” This was followed by a soft giggle. 

 

Behind them from the street corner, someone cranked up a boombox and an obnoxious 

song began counting out, “YA SCARED, YA SCARED, YA GONNA PISS YORSELF 

YA SCARED…UH HUH UH HUH UH HUH…” 

 

“I hate that song,” Lewis whispered. 

 

“So do I,” Randy replied, glancing over his shoulder at the hoodlums. So far the police 

had yet to clear them out, claiming they had no evidence. “Cops say no evidence”, he 

mussed, ‘Just go to the school yard and look at the walking wounded… all too scared to 

say a word.” 

 

The smell of fresh baked cookies found his nose, and went right to his head. He turned 

and looked at the door. “My mom used to make those for me when I was little,” he hiss 

whispered to his friend. 

 

“I remember we used to hide behind the stairwell and eat’em too,” Lewis hissed back, the 

lipstick making his mouth look crooked and too large. 

 

“WHERE’S YOUR BALLS BATMANNNN?!” shouted a voice from down the road. It 

was followed by raucous laughter. “DO IT OR WE’LL SEE YOU IN THE SCHOOL 

YARD TOMORROW!” 

 

“I told you,” Randy said, “One good burst, and my Pop has it rigged for full auto too.” 

 

“That’s not the way,” said the little voice behind door. “Too many innocents kilt in the 

crossfire… I seen it over and over and over. Devil take that bunch!” 

 

The voice sighed, and the door pushed open just a little more, allowing a shadow to play 

over the peeling paint. It had a dog looking head and very long ears. Randy and Lewis 

stared at the shadow for a full ten seconds before the aroma of hot oatmeal cookies again 

caught their noses, pulling them forward, while the snarling acidic threats behind them 

pushed with both hands. 

 

One creaking step after another was crossed, until the pair stood directly in the doorway, 

hardly believing their eyes.  

 

Something was said, and something else was answered, and then the door slowly creaked 

closed, ending in a resounding click as the latch found its place, and another as the lock 

was thrown. 

 



‘The El’ squealed rattled and rolled its way past to the bump and bop of the obnoxious 

boom box; while the six amigos stood watching the deteriorated building, not believing 

the two punk’n heads had actually gone inside. A taxi swung around the corner, brightly 

illuminating the group standing sullen as if rooted to the concrete. It didn’t stop to see if 

they needed a ride. 

 

“They did it Squeeze,” one of the underlings said, not bothering to mask his voice against 

the noise of the so called music. “I didn’t think they’d have the nads for it. What do we 

do now?” 

 

The tallish ‘number one’ felt the comfort of his heat snuggled in the waistband of his 

baggy pants. “If they come out there’s nuth’n to worry about. We go in and settle a score. 

What’s the count up to now?” 

 

“Nine’s gone in and none’s come out,” said another of the concrete hood. “And three 

with… ya know… no throats.” 

 

With a buzzing sound the streetlight above them winked out and the boom box stopped 

playing. There was an acrid electronic burned smell, and one of the group kicked the box. 

It made a plastic disintegrating noise. The St. Mary’s church bell again began to toll from 

two blocks over, and all six of them looked in that direction.  

 

“Now that just creeps me the fuc out,” one of them grumbled. The church had been 

abandoned for five years now, and they all knew it was nothing more than a hollow shell. 

 

Another of the six turned to leave but his timing and positioning was wrong. He came up 

against the solid chests of his friends. 

 

“Where you going?” Squeeze asked him harshly. 

 

“Nowhere,” the banger replied, glancing towards the sidewalk. “I ain’t go’n nowhere.” 

 

“Damned straight,” the ‘number one’ replied. He then turned back to the doorway they’d 

been watching. Two more streetlights blinked out, leaving the street in near darkness. 

Then they heard a door open and the punk’n heads were actually laughing and waving 

goodbye. The youngish pair actually, in chorus, told the old woman goodnight, and said 

they’d come visit again. 

 

With but one thought, Squeeze stepped off of the curb and met the pair half way, both 

groups stopping in the middle of the street. 

 

“Hey Squeeze,” Lewis said, seeming to stand a little taller than he had previously. You 

and your gang really should go and knock on the door. Dang man, look at the haul of 

candy and cookies we got… mannnnn… fresh oatmeal cookies right out of the oven 

while we were standing there; and she’s wearing the coolest fox costume. She really is 



into the spirit of the holiday… dang pity she’s had no one by to get all that stuff she’s got 

waiting.” 

 

“And she’s got tea growing all over the place; pots and pots and pots of it.” Randy added. 

“She said it’s for medicinal use. I can’t even imagine drinking that much tea, ever.” 

 

The ‘number one’s’ eyes narrowed. Reaching into the smallish Joker’s pillow case he 

took out a cookie. Sniffing at it, he took a bite, and smiled. “One last thing you boys have 

to do,” he said as he chewed, “And then you get the hell away as fast as you can run; 

empty one pillow case into the other. I’m gonna need it to go ‘trick or treating’. 

 

Randy and Lewis were quick to comply. In actuality they were very surprised. The old 

lady warned them this might happen. She then winked, and told them, “Trick or treat! 

You chose the treat… wise choice in that.” 

 

As ‘The El’ whooshed by again in the distance, Batman and the Joker ran off into the 

darkness, their footfalls blending in with the tickity tac tickity tack of the train’s wheels.  

 

Squeeze and his posse of five were now no more than dark lumps of shadow held within 

the creepy sounds of ‘All Hallowed Eve’.  

 

St. Mary’s bell, with Death pulling the rope, continuing its muffled tolling.  

 

With a grinding of gears, a tractor trailer climbed the ‘Cross Town’ on ramp splashing 

light over a group of burned out buildings. It moved to flee an area the police regularly 

refused to frequent; Hell on earth for those who could not escape and a bad memory for 

those who could. 

 

Somewhere in the darkness a garbage can was tipped over to the howl of a cat. 

 

Squeeze took it all in and then told his boys, “Let’s go.” 

 

When he came to the stairs, he didn’t hesitate. Pulling his pistol out, the young thug 

cocked the hammer back and then tucked it back into his waist band. Checking just once 

to see that his group was still behind him, he climbed the steps and softly knocked on the 

door. 

 

“Who is it?” sang a sweet sounding voice. 

 

Pulling his hood up over his head, the gang leader replied in a falsetto voice, “Trick or 

treat.” 

 

The door opened slightly and he held the pillow case up so it would be seen. When the 

door opened a little further, he kicked it open and the six rushed inside.  

 



No sooner had the last of them entered, than the door slammed shut again. The lock 

clicked audibly closed. 

 

This was followed by an unearthly shriek, the sound of several gunshots, and then a huge 

amount of blood splashing over the windows above the door. With a heavy thump, 

something on the inside slammed against the door and the doorknob rattled as someone 

attempted to get out. The lock clicked open, followed by a gurgling choking sound… and 

then it clicked closed again. 

 

 

-------------------------------- 

 

 

“SHURRRrrr-click… REPORT OF A DISTURBANCE ON THIRTEENTH AND…” 

 

Officer Saunders turned the radio’s volume off and opened the squad car’s door; stepping 

out on the left. His partner, Smitty, stepped out on the right. Normally they left the 

volume up as an announcement to their presence, but right now something told him 

things needed to be quiet like.  

 

So far it’d been a particularly odd Halloween.  

 

Teens out tipping headstones in the local cemetery had been found stranded in an open 

grave completely scared out of their wits.  

 

Eggings, which were normal enough, seemed to have been reversed. Those who had 

planned on being the do’ers ending up as the do’ees, and in spades to the point of pain.  

 

Convenience store robbers had been hit over the head with boards and the cash they’d 

stolen flung back through the door by unseen persons. 

 

Several bangers with a can of gasoline, out to start a fire for ‘Hell Night’, were found 

dancing around in the street with their pants merrily blazing away… and yet oddly, when 

they were hauled in, there were no burns nor charred clothing. 

 

Ghosts, Goblins, Vampires and Werewolves had all been reported, as was usual enough, 

but none of it had bothered Saunders until the bell of St. Mary’s church had sounded out. 

That one sent chills down his spine. Once upon a time he’d been a parishioner there, but 

bad economic times had closed the historic place of worship and no one seemed to want 

it except for the winos and the crack heads.  

 

He knew for a fact the bell had been stolen no more than a week after the doors had 

closed for their final time. It had probably been sold for scrap metal. 

His partner began to say something, but he raised a finger for silence. He heard the faint 

sound of music…  but it wasn’t new music, it had a very odd sound to it. 

 



“Is that a pipe organ?”   

 

“Yeah, I think it is,” his partner replied, “Kinda like…” 

 

“Dracula? Phantom of the Opera? That really ugly guy in the pirate movie?” 

 

“Nawww,” Smitty replied, “More like my late aunt Gracie. She played for,” 

 

“St. Mary’s church,” they both said in the same breath. 

 

Something hissed and flew past Smitty’s head in the darkness. He jumped, startled badly. 

Looking skyward he quickly turned his flashlight on and beamed it into the night sky. Six 

black hoodies were draped over the power line going to the burned out streetlight. Bats 

clung to them, glaring back at the light defiantly. 

 

“Look at that,” he whispered in a way that reflected the fact he was not comfortable with 

flying rodents. “I’m guessing someone was trying to make ghosties for the kiddies… 

maybe dressing up the place for Halloween… but bats?” 

 

“Too bad it’s such a rough neighborhood,” Saunders replied, also in a whispered voice. “I 

don’t think any of the youngsters got the chance…” he stopped talking and sniffed. The 

coppery smell of blood met his nose and he heard a dripping sound. Turning his light to 

the sidewalk, he saw puddles of thick red fluid gathering underneath where the hoodies 

hung. 

 

Cursing, he made the sign of the cross with his free hand. “I don’t think that’s 

transmission fluid, Smitty.” 

 

“Think we should call it in?” 

 

“Not yet,” he told him unsnapping his service revolver and taking it out. “Let’s check out 

the music first.” 

 

Following their ears, they found themselves a short distance away, standing in front of a 

dilapidated building and steps leading upwards to a door. The dim light from the 

windows above the door illuminated the peeling blue paint of the wall. 

 

“You think it’s even safe to go up there?” Smitty asked. 

 

“Someone lives there,” Saunders replied, not really remembering anyone living on this 

particular block for some time.  

 

Holding his pistol drawn and in front of himself like a talisman, he slowly climbed the 

steps one at a time. Reaching the door, he knocked. 

 



The music stopped, and he heard footsteps approaching. “Whose there?” sang a voice 

that oddly reminded him of his grandmother. “Are you a ‘Trick or Treater’?” 

 

“It’s the police ma’am,” he replied.  

 

The door opened slightly and a smallish person peered out at him… one with a dog like 

face and very long ears. Over all, this ‘person’ didn’t stand much over four feet tall. 

 

“Nice costume,” he told her, holstering his weapon.  

 

“Thank you,” she replied, opening the door wider. Please come in.”  

 

Both officers moved into the foyer and glanced into the room beyond. Arranged around 

an ancient pipe organ was the largest grouping of horror movie creatures the pair had 

ever seen. Blood and gore was spread around the room in seemingly abandon and it 

smelled like a meat locker. 

 

“I was entertaining a few of my friends,” she explained, seeming to read his mind. “We 

rather enjoy this one night of the year.” 

 

Saunders nodded his understanding. “Tell me, ma’am is that the old pipe organ from St. 

Mary’s?” 

 

“It is,” she replied with a smile. “Would you believe they were going to throw it away? I 

rescued it with only a little difficulty.” 

 

The police office blinked. “No, I wasn’t aware,” he replied, “But that’s fine and not the 

reason I’m here.” He was about to ask her something when one of the werewolves 

belched loudly. Smiling a toothy smile he pardoned himself. A Dracula look alike 

chuckled, and then gave the police officer a hungry look. Smiling, he wiggled his fingers 

at him. 

 

Officer Saunders blinked. “Ahhhh… yes… did any of you happen to hear a church bell 

ringing this evening… maybe like it was coming from the old St. Mary’s?” 

 

Everyone in the room quickly replied in the negative, suddenly looking very nervous. 

 

“The Devil took that as a trophy,” the Fox lady quickly explained in a whisper. She 

placed a paw on his arm. “He got a little too full of himself after that Hell Boy movie so 

we didn’t invite him to the party this year. Everyone thinks it was an actor, but he played 

the part himself. So no… we didn’t hear any bell ringing.” 

 

Turning, she picked up a plate and smiled, her lips, the officer noticed, were a wet blood 

red in color. 

 

“It is customary on this night,” she told him. “Would you prefer a Trick or Treat?” 



 

The cookies did smell good, and the pair hadn’t had their usual donut break yet this 

evening. Reaching out, he picked up two cookies, passing one to his partner. He nodded 

his thanks.  

 

“We’ll take the treat.” 

 

There was an instant groan of disappointment from the party goers. 

 

 

 

 


